Each camp open to ages 5-12 and $250 per week.

WATER WONDERS June 12-16
Texas runs on water, and you’re about to explore every drop.
- Fish for the most bluegill or the biggest bass on Lake LBJ
- Race to build a water raft
- Vanquish enemies in a watercolor war
- Voyage on the Vanishing Texas River Cruise
- Create river systems and discover native species
- Learn how rivers affect our environment and how to protect them

CALL OF THE WILD June 26-30
Birds and bobcats and deer - oh my! Discover the world of wildlife native to the Texas Hill Country.
- Observe different species each day
- Learn how animals transform the world around us
- Tour the Exotic Resort Zoo in Johnson City

BLAST FROM THE PAST July 10-14
Reveal the prehistoric wonders from our state’s ancient civilizations.
- Dig up ancient artifacts found nearby
- Explore a dig site alongside LCRA archaeologists
- Craft using ancient techniques
- Compete in the Pale-O-lympics
- Spelunk through Longhorn Caverns

SURVIVALIST SECRETS July 24-28
Alone in the wild with a will to survive. Uncover all the secrets of mastering outdoor survival.
- Learn primitive fire making
- Build shelters, locate water and track animals
- Participate in a survival competition
- Explore the Science Mill in Johnson City